Wednesday, April 11
8:00am / 40 minutes
The Space, The Helix, DCU Glasnevin Campus

RTÉ Brainstorm: Technology as Human Connection?
Human after all?
A conversation between DCU’s Dr Gary Sinclair and RTÉ Brainstorm editor, Jim Carroll, about the human touch in technology and innovation.

Featuring / — Jim Carroll — Dr Gary Sinclair

1.00pm / 60 minutes
Auditorium, B Block, DCU St Patrick’s Campus

Campus Songs and Beats: Student Showcase
A lunchtime recital, curated by Dr John O’Flynn, showcasing the vibrant musical life of DCU’s student body.

Featuring / — Student Showcase

Jazz and Contemporary Music Lunchtime Series
A lunchtime performance by the student Jazz Choir from the DCU Jazz Department.

Featuring / — Jazz Choir (students)

Discovery Gospel Workshop: The Voice as Instrument
Featuring workshop from Discovery Gospel Choir will lead an interactive workshop which will explore the human voice.

Featuring / — Discovery Gospel Choir — DCU Student Gospel Choir

Diffusion Lab Masterclass: Do It Yourself
Diffusion Lab will take you through every stage of their processes, from music video production, graphic design, artist management, distribution and more, with a surprise Diffusion Artist guest.

Featuring / — Diffusion Lab team: — Chris Babaner — Ivan Klocko — Marcin Czyszczon — joined by a Diffusion Artist

8.00pm / 120 minutes
The Mahony Hall, The Helix, DCU Glasnevin Campus

Other Voices Presents: Anam at The Helix
An evening of music, collaboration and celebration curated by Other Voices.

Featuring / — Anam at The Helix

Thursday, April 12
10.30am / 60 minutes
The Theatre, The Helix, DCU Glasnevin Campus

Double Take – Creative Women in Conversation
A series of three live, dynamic conversations between women who are truly excelling in their fields, spanning Theatre, Journalism and Music.


6.00pm / 60 minutes
Main Restaurant, Drapers’ Hall, DCU All Hallows Campus

Siúil Live
Siúil Live brings some of Ireland’s finest artists to the DCU campus. Each evening, a different artist is paired with a DCU Faculty Artist or a guest artist from around the country.

Featuring / — Diffusion Lab — Anam at The Helix — Marina Carr — Paula Meehan — The Lusitana Vocal Ensemble

8.00pm / 120 minutes
The Chapel, DCU All Hallows Campus

The Heart of The Rowl
Dublin hosts some of Ireland’s greatest musicians and singers, and they come together in DCU All Hallows Chapel to celebrate Dublin’s unique tradition in all its diversity.

This will be recorded for transmission on RTÉ Radio 1